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Abstract 

In online education, it is often not possible to assess the suitability of a course for a particular student. We need a 

handle on how to decide if a student is ready to do a course. This research is aimed at arriving a framework for 

doing so.  

 

Courses have been identified to fall under four categories viz. Logic Intensive (LogI), Numerical Computation 

Intensive (NumI), Memory Intensive (MemI) and Application Intensive (AppI). For example, Programming would 

be classified as LogI, Linear Algebra as NumI, Management Information Systems as MemI and Projects would be 

AppI. 

 

The data is gathered through a questionnaire and standard tests for IQ, Emotional Quotient, Mental Age, Left/Right 

brain scores. The students were from National-P.G. College, Lucknow, India.  

 

Data obtained is subjected to K-Means algorithm (with K=3) resulting in three clusters - High, Moderate, and Low 

performing students. Each cluster was further analyzed concerning course categories and cognitive score using 

correlation analysis.  We calculated pair-wise correlations between the performance of students in the various 

categories. One example observation is High correlation of LogI with MemI and AppI. That means students who 

performed well in LogI type courses also did well in MemI and AppI courses.  

 

Our next investigation is based on Blooms Taxonomy we compute correlations between Course Category and 

Lower-Level skill in the Cognitive domain. Based on scores achieved in each Category, we construct a strength-

vector for each student indicating what subjects they scored best. The strength-vector for High-performance students 

is {LogI, NumI, MemI, AppI} whereas for Low-performance students it is {AppI, MemI, LogI, NumI}. High and 

Low-performance students are left and right-brain dominant, respectively.  Moderate-performance students have 

balanced brain dominance. This aligns with well-known theories of the brain. 

 

We believe an understanding of this kind will enable online educators to design appropriate courses for their 

audience. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In the present day scenario, Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) and Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) are 

becoming popular. Their designers have focused more on technical and certification related issues. Thus, giving less 

or nearly no attention to pedagogical and cognitive problems, making them analogous to e-version of a traditional 

classroom course [2].  

 

Online courses are opening a new dimension in the global education sector.  Any learner from anywhere in the 

world can enroll in these courses. Learners can interact with each other to increase their productivity and improve 



 

 

their learning rate. In online education, it is often not possible to assess the suitability of a course for a particular 

student because students accessing the course from different places have differences in their syllabus, course 

structure, and learning environment. Hence, the Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) and pre-requisite criteria 

fail to decide the eligibility of a student for a course. On the other hand, in traditional teaching, parameters like 

CGPA and prerequisites serve as the screening criteria for the student registering in an offline course. These 

parameters work well because of many reasons like: 

  

• students have followed identical course structures,  

• students generally belong to the identical social groups,   

• students have been exposed to the same learning environments, and  

• students follow the same syllabus typically.  

 

The parameters from the education and cognitive domains alone are insufficient to decide whether a student is ready 

to do an online course or not. In this paper, we have tried to provide a better answer to this question by establishing a 

relationship between parameters from the cognitive and education domain. The concepts from Bloom's taxonomy 

and left/right brain dominance have been used to model the courses and its association with cognitive skills.  The 

course classification model was operated using tools like correlation, clustering, and statistical analysis for finding 

trade-offs between the courses of education domain and its associated cognitive skills. These correlations and trade-

offs will provide a handle to educators for finding eligibility of the student for a particular online course and will 

also help the educators in designing appropriate courses based on the student's cognitive level. 

 

2. Related Work 

  

In today's world, technology is integrating with education. Global education market works mostly on MOOCs and 

Intelligent Tutoring Systems. These platforms are trying to shift traditional teaching aids to virtual classes. Also, 

Virtual Reality is trying to replace static blackboard with dynamic visualizations[11]. Global technology companies 

like Google, Microsoft, Amazon, and others are throwing more technologies to make education more accessible. 

Researchers are trying to build a learner-centric MOOC model[2], which provides a framework for MOOC 

developers to design pedagogically effective MOOCs. Traditional behaviorism concepts [4][5] and the latest 

constructivism concepts [6] are being used to make xMOOCs and cMOOCs more efficient. No matter how much 

technology we use to smooth online learning, its effect can only be observed when the target audience is monitored. 

Researchers have also tried to monitor the target audience by providing interaction tools[7], and concluded that the 

more focussed domain discussion leads to a better learning curve.  

 

 

3. Methodology Used 

 

This section contains three sub-sections. In section 3.1, we will discuss how courses are classified such that their 

relation with associated cognitive skills becomes clear. Section 3.2 describes how data for analysis is collected, and 

section 3.3 deals with the analysis and result.   

 

3.1 Course Categorization 

Courses are categorized to fall under four categories, namely Logic Intensive (LogI), Numerical Computation 

Intensive (NumI), Memory Intensive (MemI) and Application Intensive (AppI). This categorization is based on (i) 

Bloom’s Taxonomy and (ii) dominance of left/right brain (see Table 1). 

 



 

 

Course Type Example Courses 

LogI Programming, Digital Logic Design 

NumI Linear Algebra, Calculus, Vectors 

MemI Management Information Systems, Enterprise Resource Planning 

AppI Projects, Applied Physics, Applied Thermodynamics 

Table 1. Listing Course Types and Courses That Fall Under Each Course Type. 

 

Bloom’s Taxonomy is used to classify educational learning objectives.  To achieve this classification Bloom's 

taxonomy uses three hierarchical models namely (i) Cognitive Domain (or Knowledge Domain), (ii) Affective  

Domain (or Emotion Domain), and (iii) Psychomotor Domain (or Action Domain) [1].  Out of these three domains, 

the cognitive domain concerns traditional education and is frequently used to design a course syllabus, learning 

objectives, and assessment activities.  

 

The cognitive domain is further broken down into six levels. These levels are Knowledge (or Remember), 

Comprehension (or Understand), Application (or Apply), Analysis (or Analyze), Evaluation (or Evaluate), and 

Synthesis (or Create). Skills are associated with each level. For example, skills like memorization, logical reasoning, 

application, and numerical analysis concerns with levels like knowledge, comprehension, application, and analysis, 

respectively. Hence these levels are also known as skills.  The skills in the first three levels are known as low-level 

skills of the cognitive domain, and the skills in the last three levels are known as high-level skills of the cognitive 

domain. 

 

The courses up to graduation are designed to shape the low-level skills of the cognitive domain, giving less attention 

to the development of high-level skills of the cognitive domain. Table 2 provides a brief overview of some skills 

associated with each level. 

Cognitive Domain Levels Associated Skills 

Knowledge (or Remember) Memorization 

Comprehension (or Understanding) Logic, Reasoning, Aptitude, etc. 

Application (or Apply) Application of knowledge 

Analysis (or Analyze) Logic, Reasoning, Aptitude, Numerical Analysis, etc. 

Evaluation (or Evaluate) Understanding skills, comparison, etc. 

Synthesis (or Create) All of the above skills, implementation, discovery, 

invention, etc. 

Table 2.Cognitive Domain Levels and Some Associated Skills. 

 

The cognitive domain is directly associated with the brain. Biologically brain is divided into two parts, namely the 

left brain and the right brain. Each part of the brain is responsible for the performance of a particular set of cognitive 

skills. For example, the left brain is responsible for cognitive skills like numerical analysis, logic, reasoning, 



 

 

computing, and so on, whereas the right brain is responsible for skills like memorization, application of knowledge, 

visualization, innovation, emotions, feelings, and others[8][9].  

 

As courses up to graduate level focus more on the development of low-level cognitive skills, which directly helps in 

developing the left brain and the right brain.  Based on these skills and observing courses up to graduate level, we 

categorized courses to fall under four categories, namely Logic Intensive, Numerical Computation Intensive, 

Memory Intensive, and Application Intensive. The course categories like Memory Intensive and Application 

Intensive relates to the right brain, whereas course categories like Numerical Computation Intensive and Logic 

Intensive relate to the left brain. It means that students having high right brain score performs well in Memory 

Intensive and Application Intensive courses, whereas students with high left brain score perform well in Numerical 

Computation Intensive and Logic Intensive courses. 

 

3.2 Data Collection 

 

Data used in this paper is gathered using (i) questionnaire, and (ii) standard test for Intelligence Quotient (IQ), 

Emotional Quotient (EQ), Mental Age (MA), Left/Right brain scores (LRB). The participants enrolled in Bachelor 

of Computer Application program at National P.G. College, Lucknow took part in the data collection survey. In 

total, eighty students registered themselves for the survey, out of which fifty completed the survey. 

 

(i) Data Collection Through Questionnaire   

 

An online open-ended classification questionnaire form was used to collect data from the participants. This 

questionnaire contains personal questions like (a) Marks obtained in Individual subjects starting from High School 

onwards, (b) Parent’s educational qualification (c) Parent’s job profile (d) Number of books present in the house. 

 

(ii) Data Collection Through Standard IQ, EQ, MA and LRB Tests 

 

A standard online test was conducted using the website www.arealme.com [10]. This test helps participants in 

finding their Intelligence Quotient, Emotional Quotient, Mental Age, and Left/Right brain scores. The scale of zero 

to ten was used to scale the results.  

 

3.3 Analysis and Results 

 

After tabulating the survey data, it was cleaned using standard data-mining procedures. We used standard min-max 

normalization procedure with a scale ranging from 0 to 10 inclusive for normalizing the tabulated data. All columns 

(or vectors) containing numerical data (columns like IQ, EQ, MA, LRB, Marks, etc.) are normalized using this 

procedure [12].  

 

The courses grouped under course categories were averaged to obtain course categories scores (i.e., LogI, NumI, 

MemI, and AppI scores) for each participant. The K-Means clustering algorithm (with K=3) uses course category 

scores (i.e., LogI, NumI, MemI, and AppI scores) and cognitive scores (i.e., IQ, EQ, MA, and LRB scores) as 

feature vectors (or inputs). The clustering results in the formation of three clusters - High, Moderate, and Low-

performance students (see figure 1). We observed that 26% of students fall under the high-performance cluster, 32% 

in the moderate-performance cluster, and the remaining 42% in the low-performance cluster.  



 

 

 
Figure 1. Result of K-Means Clustering, with K=3 and  LogI, NumI, MemI, AppI, IQ, EQ, MA, and LRB scores as 

Feature Vectors. 

 

We calculated the pairwise correlations between course categories using their scores (see Table 3). We observed that 

(i) High correlation exists between MemI-LogI and AppI-LogI course pairs, (ii) Low correlation exists between 

AppI-NumI course pair, and (iii) remaining course pairs show moderate correlations. A correlation is considered to 

be High, Moderate, and Low if it falls in the range [0.8,1.0], [0.7,0.8) and [0.5,0.7) respectively. Considering highly 

correlated course categories MemI-LogI and AppI-LogI, we conclude that students who performed well in LogI type 

courses also did well in MemI and AppI type courses.  

 
 Table 3. Pairwise correlation between course categories.  

(Where correlation values are written in parenthesis.) 

 

The course category scores were aggregated and arranged in descending order for each cluster. This arrangement of 

course categories in descending order of their aggregated score is known as strength-vector. The strength-vector 

indicates -- what subjects the student scored best. The strength-vector for high-performance cluster turns out to be 

{LogI, NumI, MemI, AppI}, whereas the strength-vector for the low-performance cluster is {AppI, MemI, LogI, 

NumI}, and the moderate-performance cluster has the same strength-vector to that of the high-performance cluster 

(see Table 4).  

 



 

 

 
 Table 4. Cluster-wise Aggregated Strength Vectors  

(values correct upto 6 decimal places). 

 

The strength-vector contains course categories in descending order of their aggregate scores. These categories were 

derived using Bloom's taxonomy and left/right brain dominance. For each cluster, we plotted a graph containing the 

cumulative frequency of the number of students on Y-axis and the brain score range (in percentage) on X-axis (see 

Figure 2, 3, and 4). The red curve indicates right brain dominance, and the blue curve shows left brain dominance.  

 

Considering the brain dominance graph for the low-performance cluster (see Figure 2), we observed that the 

majority of students use their right brain more than their left brain, hence concluding that students in the low-

performance cluster are right brain dominated.  This result supports the strength-vector obtained for the low-

performance cluster, which claims that low-performance students perform better in AppI and MemI type courses 

than in NumI and LogI type courses, where AppI and MemI type course categories are related to the right brain 

dominance as discussed in section 3.1 of this paper. 

 

 
Figure 2. Brain Dominance for Low-Performance Cluster (Students are RBD in this cluster) 

(where RDB=Right Brain Dominance; LBD=Low Brain Dominance) 

 

Considering the brain dominance graph for the high-performance cluster (see Figure 3), we observed that the 

majority of students use their left brain more than their right brain, hence concluding that students in the high-



 

 

performance cluster are left brain dominated.  This result also supports the strength-vector obtained for the high-

performance cluster, which claims that high-performance students perform better in NumI and LogI type courses 

than in AppI and MemI type courses, where NumI and LogI type course categories are related to the left brain 

dominance as discussed in section 3.1 of this paper. 

 
Figure 3. Brain Dominance for High-Performance Cluster (Students are LBD in this cluster) 

(where RDB=Right Brain Dominance; LBD=Low Brain Dominance) 

 

Considering the brain dominance graph for the moderate-performance cluster (see Figure 4), we observed that the 

majority of students use their left brain and right brain in a balanced way.  The strength-vector for this cluster is the 

same as that of the high-performance cluster. 

 

 
Figure 4. Brain Dominance for Moderate-Performance Cluster (Students are balanced LBD and RBD in this cluster) 

(where RDB=Right Brain Dominance; LBD=Low Brain Dominance) 

 



 

 

We further observed tradeoffs between MA, IQ, and EQ (scores normalized using standard min-max procedure 

using the scale ranging [0,10]) for each cluster. We observed that students in the high-performance cluster have the 

highest IQ level, followed by student grouped under moderate and low-performance clusters, respectively.  The 

students from moderate-performance cluster have the highest MA and EQ scores followed by students in the high 

and the low-performance clusters, respectively (see Figure 5).  

 

 
Figure 5.  Tradeoff between IQ, EQ, and MA for High, Moderate and Low-Performance Clusters 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

In this paper, lower level cognitive skills as described in Bloom’s taxonomy along with left/right brain dominance 

are used for course categorization (i.e., LogI, NumI, MemI, and AppI). Such categorization helps in designing 

courses that are useful for the overall development of cognitive capabilities. The categorized courses, along with 

cognitive attributes like IQ, EQ, MA, and LRB, are used for clustering, resulting in the formation of High 

Performance (HPC), Moderate Performance (MPC), and Low Performance (LPC) clusters. These clusters are used 

to find the tradeoffs between courses and cognitive skills.   

 

We observed that students grouped under HPC cluster are left brain dominant. As left brain is responsible for 

numerical analysis, logic, reasoning, etc., this further concludes that HPC students are naturally sound in 

understanding NumI and LogI type courses whereas they found MemI and AppI type courses harder to master. This 

conclusion was supported by our strength-vector which turns out to be {LogI, NumI, MemI, AppI} for HPC 

students. The observations for students grouped under LPC cluster were inverse to that for HPC students. The LPC 

students are dominated by their right brain. As the right brain is responsible for application, memory, emotions, etc., 

So LPC students are naturally comfortable with AppI and MemI courses and they found NumI courses hard to 

understand. The strength-vector for LPC turns out to be {AppI, MemI, LogI, NumI}. The MPC students have nearly 

balanced left/right brain scores and results showed that their strength-vector is same to that of HPC students, but 

they score highest in EQ and MA scores.  

 



 

 

This study assesses students based on their cognitive and educational skills. This gives educators an essential 

foundation for designing smart online courses, which focuses on learning, keeping in mind the associated cognitive 

issues. This study provides a bridge between cognitive skills and their relation to academic courses. This bridge 

helps in finding tradeoffs that exist between the cognitive domain and the education domain.    

 

The analysis conducted in this paper suggests a screening criteria for students registering in online courses. The 

criteria could include student’s cognitive scores (EQ, IQ, MA, and LRB) and their relation with course categories 

(LogI, NumI, MemI, and AppI). The analysis provides a basic framework for designing screening criteria, could 

result in an improvement in learning rate and retention. This analysis can further be used to device appropriate 

courses based on students' cognitive skills.  
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